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UTM Security Subscriptions
For defense-in-depth against network threats

APT Blocker*
APT Blocker uses a cloud-based sandbox with full system emulation to detect and block
advanced malware and zero day attacks.
■
■

Available for all UTm solutions
WatchGuard offers eight UTM (unified threat
management) security subscriptions for its family
of UTM solutions so businesses can layer on
protection where they need it most.
These services complement the
built-in defenses of your WatchGuard firewall,
boosting protection in critical
attack areas, including assaults from spyware,
spam, viruses, trojans, web exploits, and
blended threats.

	
Recognize malicious zero day threats that cannot be detected by anti-virus software alone.
	
Closely integrated with WatchGuard Dimension™ to provide logs, proactive alerts, and full visibility
into why a file is detected as malware.

DATA LOSS PREVENTION (DLP)*
The DLP subscription prevents data breaches by scanning text and common file types in email, web,
and FTP traffic to detect sensitive information attempting to exit the network.
■
■

	A built-in library of over 200 rules allows IT to quickly create and update corporate DLP policies.
	
Built-in sensors are included for PCI DSS and HIPAA compliance mandates.

APPLICATION CONTROL
Application Control has become an essential component of next-generation security. It protects the
network and keeps users on the tasks that matter by blocking unproductive and inappropriate apps.
	
Gain control over 2,000 web and business applications, using more than 2,500 unique signatures.
	
Have complete visibility into applications used, with intuitive monitoring and reporting capabilities.
■ Control usage of applications by category, application, or application sub-functions.
■
■

INTRUSION PREVENTION SERVICE (IPS)

“ Why move to another
appliance when the one
we have has everything
we need and more.
Gary Lovelock
IT Manager
Marshall Amplification

By adding an IPS subscription, your network gains in-line protection from attacks, including buffer
overflows, SQL injections, and cross-site scripting attacks.
■
■

	All ports and protocols are scanned to block network, application, and protocol-based attacks.
	
Dynamically block IP addresses that have been positively identified as the source of an attack.

WEBBLOCKER
URL and content filtering to control access to sites that host objectionable material or pose network
security risks, including known spyware, phishing, and botnet command and control sites.
	
Configure over 130 web categories to stop the sites and web tools you most want to block, and
enable access by user, group, domain, and need for maximum flexibility
■	
URL database is hosted in the cloud to simplify setup and administration (or choose local install).
■

GATEWAY ANTIVIRUS
Scans traffic on all major protocols to stop threats before they can gain access to your servers and
execute their dangerous payloads.
■
■

Heuristic analysis identifies viruses and dangerous code that signatures can’t catch.
	
Decompresses and scans all common formats and multiple layers of compression.

REPUTATION ENABLED DEFENSE
WatchGuard UTM is the only unified threat management system on the market that includes a
powerful, cloud-based reputation lookup service to ensure faster, safer web surfing.
■
■

	
Continuous updates keep current with dynamic web content and changing web conditions.
	
Up to 50% of URL scanning can be skipped without compromising security, resulting in faster
browsing times and greater throughput at the gateway.

SPAMBLOCKER
Rely on spamBlocker’s industry-leading Recurrent Pattern Detection (RPD™) technology to detect spam
outbreaks as they emerge for immediate, continuous protection from unwanted and dangerous email.
■
■

	
Block spam regardless of language, format, or content of the message – even image-based spam.
	RPD identifies and blocks viral payloads for an additional layer of real-time anti-virus protection.

*APT Blocker and DLP subscriptions are not included in the UTM Security Suite. They are available for all
WatchGuard firewall models as an upgrade.
WatchGuard® Technologies, Inc.

Watchguard utm platform

Flexible architecture blocks network threats while optimizing performance
WatchGuard’s UTM (unified threat management) platform is designed to allow network traffic to pass through a full suite of UTM services—
from anti-spam protection to Data Loss Prevention—at top performance levels. Leveraging the power of multi-core processing, the
platform runs all scanning engines simultaneously for maximum protection and blazing fast throughput. Resources are allocated based on
the flow of data and the security services that data requires. For example, if web filtering needs more horsepower, additional processors are
automatically applied so web traffic keeps moving and your business stays secure.

managing subscriptions is easy

Best-of-breed UTM

All security functionality on your WatchGuard Firebox or XTM solution,
including UTM subscriptions, can be managed from a single intuitive
console.

WatchGuard uses a best-of-breed strategy to create the most reliable
security solutions on the market. By partnering with industry-leading
technology vendors, WatchGuard delivers an all-star family of UTM
network security products.

kNow what’s happening on your network at all times
	
Any security activity identified by a service is logged and stored

■

for easy reporting so you can take immediate preventive or
corrective action.
■

 ll management tools, including rich reporting and monitoring,
A
are included with your WatchGuard firewall purchase. There is no
additional hardware or software to buy.

■

■

How to purchase
WatchGuard security services are available in single and multi-year
subscriptions. Contact your local authorized WatchGuard reseller
for more information on how to add best-of-breed defenses to your
WatchGuard appliance, including bundled services and special
promotions.

■

■

■

■

U.S. SALES 1.800.734.9905

International Sales +1.206.613.0895

AVG—A consistently high performer in independent Virus Bulletin
testing provides the engine for Gateway AntiVirus.
	
Cyren—Patented RPD® technology in the Cloud provides
spamBlocker with the only effective anti-spam solution for low
footprint UTM appliances. Up to 4 billion messages per day reviewed.
Websense—Supplies the cloud-based URL database for WebBlocker.
Security coverage is supplemented by Websense Security Labs and
their ThreatSeeker Network.
	
Trend Micro—Leading provider of IPS and Application signatures,
delivering comprehensive protection against the latest threats.
	
Sophos—Leading provider of email and endpoint security,
including DLP, for enterprises worldwide.
	
Lastline—provides the cloud-based sandbox analysis and advanced
evasion detection that powers WatchGuard APT Blocker.
www.watchguard.com
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